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0. lnttduction 
By a standard complex we understand a complex of the following type: the 
complex first used by Eilenberg and ,MacLa.ne todefine the cohomology of groups; 
the complex first used by Hochschild to defme the cohomology of an associative al- 
gebra (cf. [6] or [IO) ); the complexes introduced by And& Barr and Beck in [ 1, 
4.5). 
AN those complexes are constructed according to a common pattern. We start 
with the foBowing data: A cotriple (comonad) C in a category A (which can be 
chosen to be small) and a set- or group-valued functor F on A. There is simplicial 
objet t X_ = (X, , d’), a o ( where we drop the degeneracy operators) in the functor 
category AA, which is obtained from c by a standard construction due to Godement 
(cf. [ 8, appendice) ). Composing X. with the functor F we obtain a simplicial object 
FX_ = (FX,, Fdi),ro in the functor category Ed or A@. in the latter case one 
usually considers the associated chain complex (and if the degeneracy operators are 
brought dong, sometimes its normalization), The resulting functorial complex is 
what we call a star&ant xmpl~x. 
The aim of this paper is to construct standard complexes which are (homotopy) 
equivaien t to classical geometric omplexes by using some simple arguments of ca- 
tegorical algebra. Moreover, we want to s!tow that the introduction of such standard 
complexes i  useful by giving a few immediate applications leading in a natural way 
to classical results uch as t.hlr: topologic4 iinvariance or’ simplicial homology for poly- 
hedra and de Rham’s theorem. 
I am indepted to Michael Barr and to Claude Auderset for many conversations 
which gave the paper its present form. The former pointed out to me the preprint 
of a paper by Rinehart [ B 21 in which singular and simplicial homology are treated 
as satellites relative to a pro,jective class, a paper which shaped the choice of the ap- 
plications presented here. He also knew of the cotriple E of Section 5 (without the 
help of Theorem 3.3). The latter observed that the double complexes in Sections 7 
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and $ hapi-en to be isomorphic to the double complexes used by Weil in a classical 
proof of Leray’s theorem and of de Rham’s theorem (cf. f IS] ). It should be men- 
tioned, however, that our proofs are different from those of Weil insofar as we do 
not need to knaw the explicit form of thoslrt double complexes. 
Finafly, f wish to acknowledge the financial support of the “Fends National 
Suisse”’ which made those conversations pcjssibie. 
Let C be an srbitrav category. By a complex .-Y_ = (X,, , dijJt,o in C we under- 
stand a simpkial ubjizct in C without degeneracies. that is, a squcnce (X,, Indo ot 
ob)ec t s X, of Cand morphisms & : Xtt -+ X,l ._ 1 ( 0 G i G Ii ) satisfying the usual reia- 
tions 
for face operators. lt &ould be clear what one is to understand by a morphiutl OS 
Given a catriple fcumonad) C = (c, E, 6) in a (smalI) categltv A. an augmented 
c0mgfex C* = (CJz, dij, ;;p o in the functor category AA can be given as follows: First 
we in t reduce the abbreviations 
Then we define 
Tltis is Gxiement‘s construction (cf. (8. appendicej ) except for a change of the 
face index i whkh is, however, essential for what follows. 
The complex C, obtained that way shall be denoted by (C, E). ;ind called the 
stmdard mohtim of the identity associuted to the cotriple C (cf. Example 3.2, 
where a motivation of that terminology will be given). 
Let F be a St* or group-valued kunctor on A. Then we obtain a functsriai com- 
ptcx N’, e)). = &F5,,, Fdi),,o which shaii be cdled the standard cmtplex associated 
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A ciassicd exampie of such 9 standard complex is the complex first used by 
tiochschild to define the cohornology of an associative K-algebra A. There, A is the 
category of two-sided &modules, the cotripie C = (C, E, 6) is given by setting 
etc. The associated coehain complex of Horn,_&‘, E)., M)A is easily 
seen to be the unnormalized standard complex of Hachschild (cf. 16, p. 1751). 
2. Comparison of resolutions 
In this section WC present a simpliciat analague of the acyclic model comparison 
theorem of Barr and Beck (cf. (3, Theorem 3.11). We start with an arbitrary cate- 
gory C and a cotriplc C = (lI’. E, S ) in C. 
A compfex X. = IX,, di),a0 over X__, in C is called C-cuntractible (Csqxlic) if 
there exists a (simplicial) contraction k for the induced augmented complex 
cx = fcX,t . Cd),,@ . that is, a sequence k = (k,),. _ 1 of morphisms 
A complex X. in C is called C~~R_#&V (C-rqwesentabk) if there exists a se- 
quencle t = (I, ),, tr 0 of morphisms F,, : Xn + CX, such &at the following relations 
hold: 
4Xn”I,=x@ In a 0) 7 
Ghrfl=rn_ 1 cl’ (I GiGn,n> I). 
We often refer to the sequence f as a reptssentuH(lrt. 
In view of the comparison theorems below, *twe sha’ll speak of 3 C-resolutiorz X. 
of A’_, if X* is C-projective and X* over X_ 1 is Gontrautible. 
fn = E Yn 0 k,_, 0 Cfn_r 0 Cd0 0 rn 
define a morphism f. : X. + Y. over f _ #. 
The necessary verifications are not difficult and therefore left to the reader. 
Lst f. and g. be two morphisms from X_ to I’.. A faniiy ($)n>~,0<il;,~ of IIIOI- 
phisms hf, : A& + Yti+l is called a itonrafo~~ from g. IO f. if the following relations 
hold: 
This notion of homotopy was introduced by Moore as a generalization of the no- 
tion of homotopy for simplicid sets (cf. ( 111). It does not yield an equivalence re- 
Lation an the set of ail morphisms between two complexes. The relation “there is a 
h~~~~~topy fromg_ to f.” is not even symmetric. In the special case of a preadditivc 
category, the sequence h = (h,),ao given by 
is a chain hamotopy between g. and f. considered as marphisms of the associated 
chain complexes. 
Prwf(cf. also 191). The homotupy It = fhfr)n30.0cicP1 from g. tof, is given recur- 
sively by the relritions 
The neoe~5ary verifications are again left toi the reader. 
Two complexes X* and Y_ are called (homotopy) equiualent if there exist mar- 
phismsf. : ,t’* -9 ): and g. : Y. -+ X_ such &at g. * f. 2 id X. and f. 0 g. 2 id Y.. The 
symbol 2’ denotes the equivalence r lation generated by our homotopy relation. 
Cotollarj 2.3. Rny two C-resolutions of the Same object are equivalent, 
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3. Examples of resolutions 
3.1. Lx t C be the opposite category of the category S of simpliciai standard simpli- 
t‘es An = (0, I) . . . . N), plus the empty simplex A_ 1 = 0, with simpliciai maps as 
morphisms. In C we consider the complex A. = (A,, tiAaao over A”_ 1 given by the 
simplkial standard simpliccs An and their face operators; in particular, e$ : $9 + Ai) 
is the empty map. 
It is easily verified that A. is a C-resolution of A_ 1 with respect o the following 
cotriple T = (T, q, cc) in C, that is, triple in S. For each simplicial standard simplex 
A, Q including the empty simplex A _ t ). we set 
(cone-construction). For e3ch simpliciaf map @ : A, -+ A,, we put 
( 0 VW= #k ..- 1) + 1 ifk=O, ifk>O. 
Moreover, 
(t,A&=k+ 1, 
ifk=O 
ifk>o’ 
l 
The morphisms k, : 7’An+, -+ TA, and rpl : TA, + A, of a contraction and of a re- 
presentation 3rc defined by setting 
3.2. StclnJlrtrl rasohr~ions. Let C = (f-: er d) be a cotrizle in_ai%ali) category A. For 
an arbitrary category B, there is an induced cotriple C = (C, e, 5)Jn the functor c’a- 
tegory @ which is given as follows For all functors F ;md G f&l A to i9 and each 
natural transformaWn f’: F-, G, we put 
T;F=Fc. ?f -fC:FC-+GC, 
TF=F~: FC-+F. ~F=FF: FC-+F@. 
Proposition $1. The stundard resolution (c, E). of the identity associated to the co- 
triple C is a C-resolution of the idm tit-v id A. 
Rnoaf (cf. also 191). We define the natural transformations k, : Cn C-L. Cn+t Cand 
Ffl : Cn + CH C of a contraction and of a representation by setting 
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The necessary verifications are left to the reader. 
Given a functtsr F : ~4 -+ B, we have the f&swing corollary of Proposi tian 3.1. 
3.3. Tmqmted resolutions. Let A’. = (X,, d), ;bo be a C-resolution sf .%‘_ 1 in a 
category Cand F a functm on C with values in a category B. The following question 
suggests itself. 1s there a cwtriple 8 in t3 such that the transported complex 
FX. = (FXe, Fd’),ao is a 6-rusofution of FX _ t ? In view of the applications, we 
treat that question only in the spscial case where F is a func tor from Sop tu tt furw 
tar category of the farm Seti. 
vvX,lM *trA + (FXn) CA 
(3.3.2) (F(T’)) A 
I 
fFbi)cA (06i6rt,n>O). 
(flTx,_.l)) A *‘-‘A - 
Roof. Denoting L%: contraction and the representation of the rlI-resolution X. of 
x-1 bY k = Ck,),,_l md r =_(Qn>o, respectively, we define the con traction x 
and the presentation F of the C-resolutioit FIX. of FX,, by setting 
The 1recessar-y verifications are again left to the reader. 
As an immediate consequence of Theorem 3.3, Corollary 2.3 and Corollary 3.2, 
we obtain: 
Corollary 3.4. Under the hypothesis of 7?1eorm 3.3, the trarrsported complex FX_ 
is eqrfiwknt to thc# strtndard cwipfex F(C, e)‘. 
Corollary 3.4, and with it Theorem 3.3, are the main tool which allows us to find 
standard cwmplexes in some classical geometric situations (see Sections 4 and 5) 
where until now that notion was either unknown or rather vaguely formulated. 
4. A standard complex for singular homology 
Let S be the category of simplicial standard simplices A, = (0, 1, . . . . IZ j, plus the 
empty srmplex A _ _ 1 = 0, with simplicial maps as morphisms. By Top we denote a 
(small) category of topological spaces. A functor F : Sop -+ SetTOP is given by setting 
where Jlt is the geometric standard simplex associated to An9 and 
where S__ ! is the functor which associates to ertch topological space the set of its 
connected components. For all the functors above we have only given the object 
functic ns; the corresponding morphism funotions are evident. 
ConsKler YN the triple T = ( T, J), p) in S and the f-resolution A. = (An. ei&naO 
ofA l in Sop described in Example 3.1. The transported complex F A applied to 
a topological space X is nothing else but the sing&r cumpkx S, X of the space Xi 
Indeed, (Fis,, )X = Top&, X) (n P Oj, and it is easily seen that the nlaps induced 
by the face operators $, : An__ l -+ A,r are the usual face operators l$r : Sn X -+ Sri___ X 
for singular simpiices. 
We wish to find a cotriple C = (C, er S j in Top such that FA- is equivalent to the 
standard complex S_ t (C, 0). 
In the light of Theorem 3.3, we have to look for an endofunotor Con Top and a 
natural transformation e : C + id Top such that natural bijections 
can be established which make the diagrams (3.3. f ) and (3.3.2) commutative. 
If we consider the cases II = --- 1 and n = 0, the following identifications ubggest 
themselves: 
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where 1x1 and lCXl denote the underlying sets ofX and CX, respectively. Further- 
more, it fotfows from the required commutativity of diagram (3.3.1) that 
EX : CX --* X must associate to each element o of iC.t the point u( I) in X. The% 
considerations lead us to the following definition for C = [C. eE, 6). 
(4.1) For each space X in Top, we set 
@aprMfuct in Top), where XP is the set of all paths u : 10. 11 + .ly such that 
a(O) = p, endowed with the compact-open topology. (kiden tally. the small 
category Top should be chosen large enough in order to contain with exh 
spate X alsa the space CX. ) 
(4.2) For each mapf”: X -+ Y, we detke Cf’: CX+(fYby setting 
for all u in Xp and each p in X. 
(4.3) For each space X, we define EX : CX -+ X by setting 
(eX)u = uy 1) 
f‘or all u in Xp . 
(4.4) For each space X, we define SX : CX + C2X by setting 
for ail u in Xp, r and s in [0, i 1. 
It is an easy exercise to show that (C, E, 6) is a cotriple. 
Proof. We shall show that the hypotheses of Theorem 3.3 are satisfied. The natural 
transform2 tions Q_ 1 md an (~2 0) are given as ~OIIOWS: 
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for each (tt + i )-sirnpiex u, affinc coordinates ( I[,, =.., t,J for Jn and t in [ 0, I ] . The 
proof that the functions QI,,X are bijective and natural in X, as -dell as the verifica- 
tion that the diagrams (3.3.1) and (3.32) are commutative, arl &aightforward. 
5. A standard complex for simplicisl homology 
Let S be again the category of simplicial standard simplices. By Utop we denote 
the following category of spaces and coverings. The objects of Utop are pairs (X, U) 
consisting of a space X in a (small) category of topological spaces and of a covering 
U by open subsets of ,I’. In order to avoid certain technical complications we de- 
mand ever) non-empty mtersectiun of members of U to be connected. The mor- 
phisnrs (II Fl : (W, U) + ( Y, V) of lftop att: given by a continuous map f’ : X 3 Y 
and a iunc tion F . W --c Y such that, for every member U of the family U, we have 
Jr tI c t-V. 
In order to intrcxiuce a functor F : S”p --* SetUtw we first consider the following 
~tegory and funi: tar. The category Sch has as objet ts simplicisl schemes in the 
sense of Godement (see [ 8, p. 371) and as msrphistns implicial maps. Clearly, the 
categury S considered above is the full subcategory of Sch generated by the simpli- 
eraI standard simplkes A, and the empty scheme A_. 1 = (D. The object function N 
whxh asscxiates to each object (X. II) r,f Utop the nerve of the covering Scan be 
made in trJ a func‘tur hf : Mop -+ Sch. Now we define F: Sop + Set”w by setting 
FA, = .Sch(A,. N-) Iflao), a_, =S__, , 
where S_ 1 is the functor which associates to each object (X, v) of Utop the set of 
connected components of the space X. 
Consider again the tripIe T = ( T, Q. g) in S and the fores>lu tion A. = (An, E$,~~~ 
ofA_ in SW described in Example 3.1. The transported complex FA. applied to 
an object (X, U) of t/top is what we call the simpiicisl complex 3.(X. c/) of* fhe ?zer- 
ve uf he covering U of X. If X is the polyhedron associated to a simplicial scheme 
K and U the corresponding covering by open stars, then S&Y, U) is the simplicial 
complex S, K of the scheme K. 
We wish to find a cotriple 6 = (t, Z, 8) in I/top such that FA. is equivalent o 
the standard complex S_ ,(e, 8). Considzations which are analogous to the unes 
made in order to find the cotriple C in Section 4 leads us to the following defini- 
tions for e. 
(5.1) For each object (X, u) in Mop, we set ax, u) = (2, @ and define k and 6 
3s follows: 
(coproduct in Top), 
where &,, is the family of all open nonempty subsets of U of the form U St SF 
for a member b’ in U. In order to distinguish between W n Iv in Uv and V $1 C: 
in U, we in traduce the notations W, t’) and { V. Ill, respectively. 
(5.2) For each morphism (1: F) : (X, u) + {Y, v) in Utop, the morphism &, 1;3 = 
(/, p) is given as follows: The map f: 2 --, f associates to each element x in U 
the e4ement fx in FU. The function p : l? + p is given by setting 
for every member W, V? of &,,. 
(5.3) For each object (X, U’) in Utop, we define Z(X, I/) as a pair (9, E), where 
e : 2 + X is given by the embedding #Jf each component W of X into X, alrrd 
where E : t?-+ U is given by setting 
(5.4) For each object {X, Cr, in Utop, the morphism 8(X, U) = (d, D) io given as foi- 
lows: The map d : k --, if associatfs to each element x in U the same clement 
irr (I/, LO. The function D : fi -* U is given by setting 
where W, V, W) denotes the intersktion (47, V) n W, h9 in fi(u. bf,- 
It is an easy exercise to show that (e, k, 6) is a cotriple. 
Theorem 5. I. Let K be a simpliciai scheme and (X, U) the pair jkned bJ1 the poly- 
hedrort X associated to K PM its covering &I by open stars. T%en the simplicial corn-- 
p/ax S. K of K is quivaleut to the standard complex S_ #“, 2Q(X, U), where S__ 1 is 
the functor which associates tv each pair (X, U) the set of cormected components 
04’ X, aod where the cotripk 6 is defkd by ( 5.1 )-f 5.4 ). 
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hoof. Again we shall show that the hypotheses of Theorem 3.3 hold. The functions 
arc given as follows: 
for each (~1 + 1 )-simplex ( U, l . . ., Un+t ) of the nerve N(X, U) of U. The proof that 
the cr,(X, U) are bijectivr and natural in {X, u), as well as the verification that the 
diagrams (3.3. I ) and (3.32) are conmutative. are straightforward, 
6, Application: a covering theorem 
Let (A’. U) be a pair consisting of a topoiogical space X and of a covering U of X 
such that each point of X belongs to the inte;.ior of a set of U. rhere is a subcom- 
piex s.(,Y, w = o&K WC &x, W)n,() of tke singular complex 29.X of the space 
X. where +‘, U) consists of ail smalf singular Pr-simplices relative to U(that is, of 
those simplices whose trace is contained in a set U of U). A classical theorem (cf. 
(7, ch. VII $8) ) asserts that both complexes have the same homology. We shall pre- 
sent a new approach for a proof of that theorem using a slight modification of 
Theorem 4. i . 
Let Ctop denote the following category: The objects are pairs (X, u) consisting 
of a space X in a (small) category of topological spaces and of a covering U of X as 
described above. A morphismf: (A’, u) -+ (Y, Ir) is a continuous mapf: X+ Y 
.with the property that fur each set U of U there exists a set V of v such that 
f+l/ C 1’. The category C’kop is somewhat simpler than the category Utop of Sec- 
tion 5. (Iearly, s. is a functor on Ctop. 
Wr: shall extend the cotripie C = (C, 6,s) and the set-valued functor S_, given 
in Section 4 to the category CIop such that Theorem 4.1 is stdl v&6. 
(6.1) For each object (X, If) in Clap, we put t&Y, U’) = (CA?, Clr), where CX is gi- 
ven by (4. I), and where CU is the union of coverings U’ of X’, each UP con- 
sisting of sets of the form 
forUinUandpinX. 
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It is easy to see that with the induced morph&us and the natural transforma- 
tions given by (4.2)~-(4.4) we obtain a cotriple in Ctop. 
Taking as functor S_, : ctop + Set the one which assigns to each object (X, c/) 
in ctop the set of connected components of the space X, it is immediate that 
7Ireorem 4.1 SH holds if we replcrce X by (X. CT) and if we use the cattipkr defiwd 
ffh3W. 
In order to compare the singular complex S.X with the subcomplex s-(X, U’) of 
small simplices, we first replace SX by the equivalent standard complex 
S_ &C, e),(X, U), then consider the ‘*double complex” 
Applying the free abelian group functor 2 : Set + Ab, and using the abbreviations 
we obtain a double chain comylex with the following columns and rows: 
(6.2) o@-c,(X, u+ ..* “Cp 0(X, U)d(x. cp c’I+I(x, u)*- . . . , 
(6.3) 0+-c_, CWW-...+-c,_, C’I(X,(/)-“(x, cp C?(X,U)t .,, , 
where . 
and 3(X, U” is the usual boundary operator for singular chains. 
A weil-known elementary theorem on double csmplexes ays that the homology 
HQX, Ir) of the chain complex rJX, u) = Zs,(,X, U’) is isomorphic to the home 
logy H’c_ &C, e).(X, U). and therefore tr:, the homology Pf C,X of the chain com- 
plex C,X = 2s. X, p ovided the sequences (6.2) and (6.3) are exact for p 2 0 and 
Q > 1, respectively. 
Proposition 6.1. HcJX, U) S MC X. 
Proof. It suffices to establish the exactness of the sequences (6.2) and (6.3). 
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plex given by (6.2) is, up to a sign of the boundary operators, the associated chain 
complex of the (simplicial) complex ((i, Cq+* (3.t.0, cp Ci e C4-‘(X, tQq > o over 
c (X. U). Hence it suffices to define a contraction k = (kq) 
ye 
3 __i of that complex. 
e first give a natural transformation h : cp + cp C (p 3 0) II y setting, for each ob- 
ject (X, U) in Cbp, 
for all simplices u in c,(X, L/), affiie coordinates (zo, . . . . rP> of JP and I in [0, I]. 
Then we put 
The verification that the relations for a contraction hold (see Se Qon 2) is straight- 
forward. 
fk,I0~*tk ex~trre~ c,I’( 6.3)fiIp q 3 .- 1. Sin00 the spaces of the form XP are 
contractible, for every small p-cycle z of CX there exists a Cp + 1 )-chain c of CX 
such that 2 = i)c. A barycentric subdivision argument allows us to replace the chain 
c by a small chain c*’ (that is. a chain consisting of small simplices) such that 
ac’ = z. Indeed, the barycentric subdivision yields a natural chain transformation 
Sd : C. + C. which is the identity in dimension 0. Hence Sd ” id, and therefore also 
Sdn ‘4 id for every positive integer n. Moreover, for every simplex u there is an in- 
teger I such that the chain Sd% is small. Thus, for sufficiently large 11, SdQ is 
small and X53% = ac. 
7. Application: the topolo@ invariance of simplicial homology for polyhedra 
Let (X, I/) be a pair consisting of the polyhedron X associated to a simplicial 
scheme K and of the corresponding covering U by open stars. Then U is an open 
covering of X which is simple in the sense of Leray (that is, every non-empty inter- 
section of elements of U is homologically trivial). For such pairs, considered as ob- 
jects of Utop (see Section 5), we wish to compare the singular complex s-(X, U) of 
small simplices with the simplicial complex 3,$X, U) of the rerve of U, that is. with 
the simplicial complex SL K of the scheme K. 
We first replace 3 (X, U) by the equivalent standard complex S_ t(C, 8).(X, U) 
(see Theorem 5. I), then consider the “double complex” 
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Applying the free abelian group functor 2 : Set + Ab, and using the same abbrevia- 
tions as in Section 6, we obtain a double chain complex with thug following columns 
and rows: 
(7.2) 
where 
i=Q 
and 3(X, U) is the usual boundary operator for stngular chains. 
Employing the same double complex argument as in Set: tion 6, and using the 
notations Hc.(X, u) for the homology of the chain corn 
and Ht‘(X, U) for the homology of the chain complex t: 
lex c-(X. E/, = ts.(X. U’) 
JX, u) = Zs.cX. v), or 
what amounts to the same, of the standard complex tS_ ,(c, Q(X, u). we obtain: 
Proposition 7.1 {Leray ). Let (X, U) be an object of Utop, whm U is it simple, open 
cmetirtg of X. 77ten 
HCJX, u) -Ht?(X. u). 
Proof. 
Prrlnfofth4 exacrness of (7.l)forp 3 0. It suffices to define a contraction 
k=@qJq>_l of the (simplicial) complex 
over c,CX, U). First we choose, for each small p-simplex a in X, a set 1/o of U such 
that u($,) C UO. Then, for each simplex i) in k, we put iJ5 = ML U,), where U is 
the connected component of X con tdning &I”) and x = e 13 il (tie notation is the 
one introduced in Section 5). By iterating that procedure we obtain, for each p- 
simplex r of the space component of&(X, u) ((I 2 l), a distinguished set L/7 of 
the corresponding covering such that r($) C UT. 
Let G(X, U) denote the subcategory of Utap generated by the objects 
&{X, u) and the morphisms tiZ &--i(X, U). Considering cP and ci, t as group- 
valued functors on C(X, u), we define a natural transformation h : cp -+ cp c 
dp 3 0) by setting, for each object (Y, y) in G(X, U) and for every small p-simplex 
7 of Y, 
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h(Y, v)7=p 7, 
where i, is the canonical injection of L$ into f. Then we put 
kq = h &+qx, u) (l@--1). 
The verification that the relations for a contraction hold (see Section 2) is stra.ight- 
forward. 
BWI~‘OJWW e.ructness r,l’( 7.L),.@ q ;k I. By hypothesis, the covering U of X is 
simple. By construe tion, ‘his is the case for the coverings of the objects &(X. W, 
too. Hence. for q 3 I + the space component of Cq( X, U) is a disjoint union of ho- 
moiogically trivia1 spaces. From this the exactness of the sequence (7.2) for y 2 I 
follows. 
The topolo&al invariance of simpliciai homology is obtained by combining 
Propositions 6. I and 7. I. Indeed, WC then have 
where K is a simpliciai scheme, X the associated polyhedron and 0 the covering of 
X by apen stars. 
8. Application: de Rham’s theorem 
Let (X. u) be an object in Mop (see Section S)? where X is the underlying space 
of a paracompact finite-dimensior,al real manifold M of class C” (not necessarily 
connected) and U is the covering @en by the charts of an atlas of the manifold. It 
is weti known that the atlas can be chosen such that the covering I/ is locally finite 
and C”-simple (that is, every non-empty intersection of members of U has a con- 
traction of class C” ). For such objects, we wish to compare the cochain complex 
WMof differential forms and M with the cochain compicx HomR(aX, v), R) of 
the simpiiciaf cochains CP~ the nerve of I/ with values in R. 
Let Mop denote the following ctttegory: The objects are objects (X, u) in Utop 
coming from a manifold M as described above. A morphism (J k*) : (X, u) + i-Y, V, 
is a morphism in Utop, where f : X -+ Y is a differentiable map of the corresponding 
manifolds. ThusMop can be viewed as subcategory of the category Utop. 
If we can show that the cotriple 6 = (,C, E, 1)) in c/top (given in Section 5) rres- 
tticts to the subcategory Mtop, it is immediate that Theorem 5. I still holds iJ’we 
replace K by a C”maniftild M, X by its underlying space and U by the coven!ng gi- 
ven by the charts ofan atlas of M. In order that (X, V) is an object in Utop w de- 
mand that the atlas is chosen such that every nonempty intersection of members of 
U is conncc ted. 
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(,8.)) For each object (X, c/) in Utop coming from an rz-dimensional C”-manifold 
M with atlas A, we deftne an atlas A of 
(cf. Section 5) af follows: 
for every x in W, k3. It is immediate that A defines an atlas of class C” on 2. 
It is not diffkutt to see that with the induced morphisms and the natud tmns- 
formations given by (3.2)~(5.4) we obtain a cotripie in Mtop. 
in order to compare the cochain complex Se*M with the cochain complex 
HomR((?J& t/), R), we first replace the fatter by the standard complex 
Horn&_ ,@, ?).(X, u), R), then consider the doubie cochain complex 
sr’(X, cr, -- wx, I/) 
1 k 
n-‘(t* F).(X. uj - WC WX, W 
II-*(Ye V) = ~-~wI,(~S._~(Y, V’),R) and O’(Y, v) denotes the clnchain 
uompiex of differential forms of class C” on the manifold producing (Y, y). This 
double cochain complex has the following columns and rows: 
where 
S(X,u)= z (-l,iWPJ-iECi(.x,U~ 
i=O 
and d(X. If) denotes the exterior differentiation. 
Employing t:le same double complex argument as in Section 6, and usins the 
notations HSt’M for the sohomofogy of the cochain comnk 935 = 52*(X. I/) and 
HC’(X, t/) for the cohomology of the coohain complex C’(X4 v) = Horn&(X. 0,~ ), 
01 what amounts ttl the same, of the standard complex sZW1(C. &(X, I/), we obtain: 
ff inf = ff F(X, U) . 
RQQf. 
Ptcrcrfof HIS e_x:4ctness oJ’($2) $W p 2 0. Again, it suffices to define a contrac- 
tion k = &&a _ 1 af the (simplkial) complex 
over WiX, U) in AboY 
First we choose a C”-differentiableWpartition of unity x = (JQJ)~~~u of X sub- 
ordinate to the covering U. Then. for X, 3 partition of unity x = (x(b; v~)~u, brjE fi 
subordinate to fi is given by setting 
xfix) 
Xtw, VW = () 1 ’ if x E U, otherwise. 
By iteration we obtain a C”-differentiable partition of unity for each space czompo- 
ncnt of&(X. u), subordinate to the corresponding covering. Let G(X, u) denote 
the subcategory of Mtop generated by the objects &(X, U) and the morphisms 
&&--$X, u)- Considering W and W C as group-valued functors on G(X* (I/)* 
we define a natural transformation h : W & W Cp a 0) by setting, for each1 ob- 
ject (Y, y) in G(X, m and for every pform W, 
h(Y,Y)wl,= c xv* 4v. v,* 
WEV 
Then we put . 
k, = h &+l(x. u) (q2s--1). 
The verification that the relations for a contraction hold is again straightforward. 
hOof of rhe exactness of(8.3) for q 2 1. By construction, c4+1(X, u) (q 2 0) 
is the disjoint union of non-empty spaces of the form UO n U, n . . . n U’, where 
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the Ui are members of U. By hypothesis those spaces ~OSSZSS a differentiable con- 
traction of class G”. Hence the exactness of (8.3) is an immediate consequence of 
the Poincari lemma 
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